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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
PURPOSES OF STUDY

Pastoral Counseling is recognized by many people with the
Church as one of the expected duties of the Minister.

It is built into his

role as Spiritual and moral leader of the people within the Congregation ..
Although this concept of the Minister varies among denominations and
churches, it appears to be fairly consistent within the Christian Church.
It was out of an interest and concern for both the Christian
and mental health, that a study about Pastoral Counseling was conceived.
It was hoped that such a study would clarify what was involved in Pasto
ral Counseling and how it was related to other kinds of Counseling. There
was relatively little information on the general subject of Pastoral
Counseling, and nothing could be found which dealt specifically with
Pastoral Counseling among Ministers of the Christian Church.

Although

mos't of the literature was written within a basic Protestant framework,
much of the work was aimed at instructing Ministers

O!l

how to be Coun

selors rather than to describe the nature and extent of Pastoral Counsel
ing.

In order to obtain that descriptive information it was determined

that a survey would be made of a sample of Christian Church Ministers
in Oregon.

By holding the variables "denomination" and location con- .

stant, it was felt that more inferences could be made from the sample to
the total population.

2

A preliminary questionnaire was prepared and discussed with
various Ministers and research people at the Portland State University
School of Social Work.

Although that questionnaire was found to be ini

adequate for the needs of the study, the concept of the study was ap
proved and welcomed by both ministers· and researchers.
Beyond contributing descriptive information about Pastoral Coun
.seUng among the Christian Church Ministers in Oregon, the study was
designed to allow the Ministers to evaluate the training that they had
received in Counseling,

Since Northwest Christian College in Eugene,

Oregon graduated over 70 percent of the Christian Mini.sters in Oregon
and the Northwest, it seemed appropriate that their. Counseling Program
should be evaluated specifically.

While little was known about the qual

ity of the Counseling Curriculum at Northwest Christian College (NCC),
knowledge of its limited quantity raised questions as to how effective it
could be in preparing Ministers to do :professional Counseling.

The in

formal hypothesis of the study was that these Christian Church Ministers
who graduated from NCC were doing extensive Counseling without suf
ficient training or preparation.

Although the Ministers' Counseling

effectivenes s could not be determined just by surveying the Ministers,
they could evaluate how effective their education had been in preparing
them to do Counseling.
The concept of having Ministers evaluate the Counseling Program
at NCC required the survey to be directed only to Ministers who

3
graduated from NCC.

Dr. Lawrence Bixler, who heads the Ps ychology

and Counseling Department at NCC supported the study, and could
call no similar research which had ever

b~en

re

directed to NCC graduates.

He felt that the results would be helpful in: building a Counseling Pro
gram which would be more sensitive to the needs of the Minister

after

he graduated and went into a full ...time Ministry.
It was also felt that the study might be helpful to other Practition
ers in the helping professions, if they understood more fully how a
Minister was trained in c?unseling and why, who, and how he counsel
ed.
The research was not designed to make value judgments as to the
"effectiveness of Pastoral Counseling.

However, it has provided a gen ...

eral overview of Pastoral Counseling based on the literature, and much
descriptive information about Pastoral Counseling within a specific
population.

Also, it has reported the Ministers' own evaluation of the

Counseling Training that they have received, as well as their opinions
regarding the NCC Counseling Program.
No inferences can be made to Ministers outside of the study popu
lation, but some implications and recommendations have been made
from within that

population~

QUESTIONS TO BE STUDIED
,Essentially there were five basic questions which the research
was designed to answer.

They were as follows:
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1.

How important is Counseling to the Ministers and how much

time is devoted to lt per week?
2.

What kinds of problems does the Min~ster usnally deal with

in his Counseling Ses sions ?
3.

~

Techniques, Procedures, or Skills does the Minister

utilize within the Counseling process?

4.

How are. eeople referred to the Minister for Counseling, and

how often and where does he refer them elsewhere?
5.

How do the Ministers evaluate the Training t.hat they have

received in Counseling and what suggestions, if any, do they have
regarding the Counseling Program at Northwest Christian College?

DEFINITIONS
The following operational definitions were used in this research:

1.

Counseling and Pastoral Counseling--Part of the purpose of

this study was to define thes e terms, therefore, .they will be dealt with
extensively in the next chapter.
2.

Christian Church ... -used in a specific sense to refer to an un ...

den·ominational fellowship of Christians who utilize the New Testament
as their Standard for Faith and practice.
Church of Christ.

Used interchangeably with the

There are 170 independent Christian Church Congre

gations in Oregon.
3.

Minister~Pastor ... -These

two terms have been used inter

changeably and refer to an ordained, legally recognized person

5

re"sponsible to a

lo~al

congregation.

The research was directed only to

full-time, 'paid, Senior Ministers of the Christian Church or Church of
Christ in Oregon, who received their undergraduate education from
Northwest' Christian College.
4.

Evangelical- -A body of Protestants who especially emphasize

the Authority of the New Testament and are fundamental in their Bibli
cal interpretations.

CHAPTER II,
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
i

This review will attempt to give a g;enera1 overview of Pastoral
Counseling.

It has been divided into four sections, each dealing with a

specific aspect of Pastoral Counseling.

The sections are as follows:

1.

Introduction

2.

Definitions

3.

Historical Development

4.

Similarities and differences between Pastoral Coun
seling and other kinds of Counseling

Introduction
The assumption that Ministers are often called upon to give Coun
seling is supported by a study that the University of Michigan published
in 1960 (Gurin

1960)1. They made a Nationwide survey to determine

where people with emotional problems were most apt to go for help. It
was found that one in every seven interviewed had sought professional
help for some kind of conflict or emotional probler:n.

Of those who had

sought 'professional help, 42 percent first went to a Clergyman, 29 per
cent to

non-ps ychiatric physicians, and the remaining 31 percent had

sought out traditional mental health professionals.

If the respondant

was a Protestant and attended church at least once a week, the chances
were better than 50 percent that he would first seek out the Minister.
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These figures indicate that, for whatever reason, a large segment
of the population seek out the Minister when they need guidance, comfort,
or counseling.

Definitions
The literature and the s'tudy itself revealed that there was a wide
range of thinking as to what Pastoral Counseling was.

It was impossible

to even find one comprehensive definition for just the word "Counseling"
which was accepted by all Counselors.

The dictionary (1969)2 defines

counseling simply as "to give guidance or advice l1.
book

Edwin Lewis in his

The Psychology of Counseling, (1970)3,' provides a more com

plete, yet cumbersome definition of Counseling as: ." Aproces s by
whi,ch a troubled person is helped to feel and behave in a more person
ally satisfying manner through interaction with an uninvolved person,
who provides information and reactions which stimulate the client to
develop behaviors which enable him to deal more effectively with him
self and his environment".
While this is probably not the best definition, it does reflect some
of the processes involved in Counseling.

Many ministers, however,

would not find Lewis's definition adequate.
a Spiritual or Biblical basis.

They define counseling from

Because of that orientation, much of the

literature on Pastoral Counseling is difficult to under8tand unless the
reader is familiar with Biblical terms and concepts.
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Hiltner (1961)4 states "The minister has several functions but
. only one task.

His functions include preaching, counseling, teaching,

evangelizing, conducting worship, and leading the social outreach of
I

the church into the world.

His central takk, however, is to bring men

into c:;onscious acknowledgement of their dependence upon Jesus Christ
as Lord and Savior, and aiding them in that Faith, to live still imper
feet but Christian lives tI.
This emphasis on knowing Christ, and living a Christian life, is
more than helping a person feel and behave in a more personally satis ...
fying manner as Lewis attempts.

Although Hiltner defines the goal of

Pastoral Counseling differently, he still ascribes to it the same basic
process and techniques as is found in other kinds of counseling. Donald
Tweedie (1963)5 does not agree.

He states:

tlIn Pastoral Counseling the chief reliance is not on the
principles of Psychology or psychiatry, but on the spiritual
power released through Faith in God.

His Ministry to indi

viduals will therefore go beyond that of professional therapists
who limit themselves to the Sciences of the mind.

The Pastor's

task is to set the whole life of the troubled indi vidual in a
Christian context, and help him discover the healing power of
Divine love in human and human - Divine relationships I f .
This concept of the "Healing Power of Divine Love" is also voiced
by Clinebell (1966)6 who believes that the Pastor's goal in Counseling is
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. to release whatever is blocking this God-given resource within the per
son.

Pastoral Counseling is therefore

se~n

in terms of reconciliation-

that of removing whatever has separated and alienated n1.an from God.
His feelings about himself, and relationships with others are thought to
be dependent upon his relationship with God.
this emphasis on a relationship with God is
Pastoral Counseling.

Laycock (1961) 7 believes
only a specialized part of

It is in this area that the Pastor deals with the

Spi ritual side of man, or his religious problems.

In a wider s ens e,

Pastoral Counseling is aimed at the problems and conflicts in everyday
life, which are sometimes separate from Spiritual matters.

Tweedie

(1963)8 does not see a distinction, but states that the goal is similar to

the challenge as put forth by the Apostle Paul in the B90k of Romans
"to not be conformed to this world, but to be transformed by the renew
ing of your mind".

To Tweedie then, the task of Pastoral Counseling is

not to make men fit in better with their environment, but to help them
become a new person.
The various thoughts regarding what Pastoral Couns eling is, BUg
gests that there is no single definition which is accepted by all authors
and Ministers.

Consequently, it is probable to assume that the

Minister's own individual philosophy about God and man, as well as
what the Church believes, determines largely -how Pastoral Counseling
is defined and practiced.
Another method of understanding more fully what Pastoral

10
Counseling is, is to look at it historically and see how it has developed
through the years.

Historical

D~ve10ement

Although it has only been within the last 50 years that Pastoral
Counseling has really begun to be recognized by many as a Profes
siona1 discipline, its roots are deep in history.

This brief historical

review will attempt to inform the reader of some of the thinking and
writing concerning Pastoral Counseling since its beginning.
Pastoral Couns e1ing appears to have been born as a result of
Christ's example and teaching. His Instructions to minister to individ
ua1 need$, gives direct authority to the Pastor to counsel, if that is the
need.
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Coates, (1959) •

Pastoral Counseling has therefore, almost

always been associated with Christianity, and has not been so widely
accepted within Judaism.

It is within Protestantism that Pastoral

. Counseling has received the widest support, although historically it has
been a part of Catholicism.
One of the first examples of Pastoral Counseling is found in the
Letters of St. Paul The Apostle to the early Church.

In those Epistles

he couns els them in such areas as marriage and fa mil y relationships,
divorc.e, and sexual conflicts. (I Cor. 7)10
During the early centuries, called the "age of Church Fathers",
two important books were written which dealt with Pastoral Couns eling.
John Chrystostom wrote Treatise on the Priesthood and Ambrose of
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Milan wrote Three Books on the Duties of the Clergy:.

Both of these

works described the responsibili ty of tHe PastoT to counsel (Oates,
1959)11.
As the clergy-laity roles become more distinct, the one-to-one
ministry was severely hindered, and save for the confessional, there
was almost no individualization between the priest and his parishioneers.
This lapse in Pastoral ,Counseling lasted throughout me-iiaeval Chris
tianity.

During the middle ages the parish priest was seen as the most

learned man in the community and he was sought out for many things,
including counseling.
It was not until the Reformation in the 16th Century, as Protes

tantism separated from the Roman Catholic Church, that Pastoral
Counseling began to take on real importance.

Luther's book Letters

of Spiritual Counsel linked physical health with Spiritual health and he
felt that the Pastor's home visits were as important as those of the,
Physician (Oates, 1959) 12.

Martin Bucer wrote that preaching was not

enough, and that people needed individual guidance.

The chief result of

this reformation period for Pastoral Counseling was the abandonment of
the confessional as a Sacrament, and the emergence of a Pastoral pas
tor.
During the 17th Century of Puritanism in England, the emphasis
on Gatachizing, or public and private teaching, put more attention on the
pastor as a Counselor.

Some of the modern procedures which they
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utilized in their counseling included :listening, empathy, keeping con
fidences; non-judgmental acceptance, and quiet optimism (Oates,

!

There is little written or known about Pastoral Counseling in the
18th Century, but by the 19th Century it was gaining acceptance in
America.

A minister named Horace Bushell wrote a book called

Christian Nurture in which he stressed the personality formation in the
infant and the need for a proper environment.

He was one of the first

ministers to have time specifically set aside for Couns8ling, and one
evening each week was spent at the Church office for that purpose.
Washington Gladden described the Pastor as above all a friend, and re
emphasized the close relationship of mental and physical health.
Two events which marked the end of the 19th Century were the
introduction of the Psychology of Religion and the development of
Clinical Pastoral Training.
In 1899 the first course called the "Psychology of Religion" was
offered at' the Hartford Theological Seminary, and many schools soon
followed.

By the 1930's there was wide-spread interest in Frued and

Ps ychiatry.

Although the church reacted violently against Fruedian

thinking and its emphasis on sex as the central motivating emotional
impulse

(A~buckle,

1968) 14, the literature on the Fs ychology of Religion

began giving special attention to individual counseling.
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In 1938, John Bonnell published Pastoral Psychiatry, which was
one of the first books giving exclusi ve attention to the work of the Pas
tor as Counselor.

Rollo May's book in 1939 called The Art of Coup.sel

ins was the first systematic study of Counseling, and is still popular
among Counselors today.
Perhaps the most valuable single influence in et,labling the present
day pastor to f1,lnction effectively as a Counselor, was the initiation of
Clinical Pastoral T raining.

Anton T. Boisen fathered this movement

which placed pastors in Supervised Counseling settings, such as hos
pitals and prisons.

The program demanded that the Pastor Counselor

accept the same disciplines required of those in other Counseling pro
fessions, and gave them first hand experience in dealing with those in
need.

The key element was adequate supervision, and on the job ex

perience.

It was the first time that ministers could experience various

problem situations and develop their own approach and style while being
supervised by experienced Counselors.

This kind of supervised field

work experience is utilized now by almost all schools which train
Counselors.
The first class in clinical training finished in 1925 from. a
Chaplaincy Program at the Worchester State Hospital in Massachusetts
(Oates, 1959)

15

It was Bois en's belief that the succes s or failure of

the Pastoral Counselor depended on the extent to which he could bring
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the skills and insights gained from related fie.lds under the control of
his basic identity as a man of God.
Relating Pastoral Counseling to other disciplines is also helpful
in clarifying what it is and what it is not.

>

Simila:rities and Differences .between Pastoral Counseling and Other
Kinds of Counseling
Almost all of the authors on Pastoral Counseling compare it to
other kinds of Counseling.

These comparisons generally emphasize the

differences and uniqueness of Pastoral Counseling.
Hiltner (1961)
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As stated earlier,

was one of the few who saw the processes involved in

Pastoral Counseling as basically the same as those in all Counseling.
Those processes included accepting, understanding and clarifying the
inner conflicts of the troubled individual, and developi,ng a sense of
trust so that the client can eventually tell the Counselor that which he
has not been able to tell himself.

Although Hiltner does not elabo:rate,

it is believed that what he described is called "insight" by other
Counselors.

To him if there is no relationship to the basic principles

,and processes used by other professional helpers, then the. very term
pastora:l Counseling would be an anomaly.

He believes the basic dif

. ference is not in proces s but in context (1961) 17.
sents a concerned religious community.

The Pastor repre-'

His setting for counseling is

usually the Church (s ymbolic ~r real), and everything for which it
stands.

Because of this context, the ministers come into the Counseling
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session as a representative of God and relates to people on the basis of
that representation.
Oden (1966)
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states that in psycho -;herapy there is an implicit
~

assumption that the client is accepted by the Therapist.

The Minister

makes this assumption explicit by stating in word or action that God has
revealed himself as One who accepts people uncondition.ally, and it is
therefore the Minister's responsibility to do so.
Other writers feel that Pastoral Counseling is not only unique in
cont ext, but in goal as well.

Faber (1962) 19 states that while Carl

Rogers wants to help people to help themselves or become themselves!
the Pastor also wants to help them find the right relationship with God •
.This may not happen until the person "finds himself", but the selfawareness is only a means to Spiritual awareness.

Paul Tillich, •

IE• • • • • • • •, has described this relationship as a helping en
counter in the dimension of ultimate concern.

.
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Clinebell (1966) •

Another uniqueness in Pastoral Counseling is found in the Pre
Counseling situation.

Hiltner {1964 )21 talks about the pros pective or

anticipatory aspect which is built into the Pastor's role as "Shepherd of
his flock". Clinebell (1966)22 speaks of the same thing as he states, that
within the Church setting, the Pastor is more able to identify problems
early, initiate contact, and prevent crisis.

Hiltner (1961)23 further

states that the counseling "relationship" is generally not the first or
last place that the Pastor and the client relate.

Therefore, the Minister
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· does not begin from scratch, but instead creates out of a previous
relationship a special and temporary relationship.
Moser (1962)24 lists five distinctions or special aspects of the
Pastoral Counselor.

1.

His responsibility to the total group limits the amount of

time he can spend with anyone individual.
2.

His right to choose or select hisCounselees is limited.

3.

He is les s free to terminate with individuals as they usuall y

remain a part of the congregation.
4.

He functions in a larger religious framework.

5.

He often deals with problems which are not severe enough
..

· nor appropriate for traditional mental health specialists.
Clinebell (1966)25 believes another uniqueness can be seen in the
techniques or resources that Pastoral Counseling utilizes.

In addition

to the use of Scripture, Sacraments, and Prayer, the time tested Wis
dom of his traditions are a vital religious tool.
these resources into the tangible and intangible.

Wise (1951)26 divides
The tangibles, such as

the use of the Bible, Prayer, and religious rites are used primarily for
education, support and inspiration.

The intangible resources are the

religious attitudes and feelings, of the pastor, and the quality of rela
tionship which he can theoretically offer because of the inner qualities
· of his own life. The value of the tangible resources are largely depen
dent upon how well the intangibles are communicated within the relation
ship_
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Another assumed difference between Pastoral Counseling and
other kinds of counseling, and one to which this study was especially
directed, is that of the training which is involved.

For the Minister,

some kind of formal education is required' by the Church.

A Bachelor's

Degree is usually received at a Bible, Religious, or Church related
C'ollege, and often a 2 or 3 year graduate degree is obtained at a Semi
nary.
The stated purpose of Northwest Christian College is lito 'secure,
teach, train and search out consecrated men and women• • • to preach
and practice the pure New Testament Gospel. ... as

ex~mplified

in the

(early Church)" and to stand for the Biblical Doctrine of the Diety of
Christ ..... and Supreme Authority of the Holy Scriptures .....

II

(l972)~7

Because of these goals, the curriculum at NCC is directed mainly to
ward understanqing the Bible and Christian or Religious education. This
accounts for well over half of the 186 term hours required for ministeri
al students.
speech.

The remaining hours are in liberal arts, the sciences, and

There are very few psychology or counseling courses offered,

and no couns e1ing cours es are required for graduation.
For many Ministers additional education is received at Graduate
School.
I

Seventy one percent of the ministers in this study had at least

attended, if not graduated from, a Seminary.

Seminaries usually offer

a more complete Counseling program and many belong to the Associa
tion for Clinical Pastoral Education.

This association is an outgrowth
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of the work done by Anton T. Boisen 50 years ago, and as stated
earlier, brings

Th~ological

students into supervised encounters with

problemed individu'als or groups.

This formalized program is pre

sently available only on the graduate level:, but even there it is usually
an elective, and not necessary for graduation.
Unlike counseling specialists in other dis ciplines, who must con
c'entrate their education solely on Counseling training, the Minister
must receive training which prepares him for many tasks within the
Church.

Counseling skills are generally not stressed unless the

ministerial student chooses to

~pecialize

in Counseling.

However, this should not m.ean that Counseling skills are unim.
portant to the Minister.

As Clinebell (1966 )28 has so aptly stated:

"The Pastor regardless of his training, does not enjoy the privilege of
electing whether or not he will counselor not counsel'vvith his people •.•
his choice is not between counseling or not counseling, but between
counseling in a disciplined and stilled way and counseling in an undis
ciplined and unstilled way".
Tweedie (1963 )29 sums up the similarities and differences be
tween Pastoral Counseling and other kinds of counseling.

"Pastoral

Counseling does not attempt to substitute piety for professional com
petence nor mistake sterile secular solutions for the real answers to
Spiritual needs.

It is a Therapy which starts from. the fact that it has

behind it the Healing Power of Christ, which envisions every Ps ychopath

....J
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as a potential Christian and

wh~ch

over and above its processes of

reconciling, conscious and unconscious; never loses sight of its pur
pose of leading a man's soul nearer to qod.
either of the two errors already named.

It can never fall into

It has far too much reverence

for the dignity and the integrity. of man ever to descend to the level of
the bungling amateur, and it has far too much sensitiveness to the voice
of God, ever to let its Science be earthbound".

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
SELECTION OF SAMPLE

When plans for this study were initiated early in 1972, it was
thought that it would be directed'to a sample of all of the Christian
Church and

Chu~ch

of Christ ministers in Oregon who had graduated

from Northwest Christian College.

Information r'eceived from NCC

indicated that there were 170 separate congregations in Oregon staffed
by a total of 200 ministers.

One hundred thirty one of these ministers

were said to be NCC graduates.

It was decided that individual inter

views would be given to 15 to 20 percent of this total.

Upon limiting

the population to only ,full-time, senior ministers (who graduated from
NCC), the total was' reduced to 86.

Because of this relatively small

number, it was determined to contact the whole population.
ing was that if

th~

The think

whole population was contacted the results would be

more valid and reliable than if a random sample was selected.

How':"

ever, time and travel limitations made individual interviews of all the
ministers prohibitive, and a

questi~,nnaire

was prepared.

Selection of Measuring Instrument
It was decided that the questionnaires would be mailed to the
ministers with instructions to be completed and returned.

Much attempt
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was made to create a questionnaire which would be clear enough and
short enough so that the ministers would take the time to participate.
It was made almost entirely closed ended for this purpose and care was
taken to allow for a variety of responses.

A preliminary questionnaire

wa.s tested on four ministers, along with an interview, to evaluate the
measuring instrument.

Dr. Bixler, from NeC, was also contacted

regarding the initial questionnaire.
testing and

evaluatin~

On the basis of the preliminary

appropriate revis ions were made and a final ques

tionnaire was prepared and reproduced.

Collection of Data
The final questionnaire, along with an enclosed letter,(Appendix
A and B) was mailed with a stamped, self-addressed envelope to each of
the 86 ministers on January 1, 1973.

Although the questionnaires were

to remain anonymous, the envelopes were each coded so that follow-up
phone calls could be made to thos e ministers who did not return their
questionnaire.

After one month 57 questionnaires had been returned.

Six of those could not be used as they did not meet the population spe
cifications. Follow -up phone calls were made to as many of the re
maining ministers as could be contacted, and another 10 useable
questionnaires were returned.

This provided 61 useable questionnaires

from a revised population of 80, or a 76 percent return.
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Data Proces sing

Data on the returned questionnaires was transferred to a Fortran
Coding Form and IBM Cards were key punched at the Portland State

University Computer Center.
represented one questionnaire.

Each card, with 73 columns or responses
A talley program was run on the cards

at the Computer Center and the frequency and percentage distribution
for each response was listed on the print-out.

A cross ~tab program

was also run which correlated selected questions with each other show
ing if they were related or independent of each other.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

In this section the results of the study have been discussed
question by question with each possible response listed and explained.
A frequency and percentage domination was shown for each question'
and correlations among certain responses have been made where it was
felt applicable.

Years in Present Ministry
Two-thirds of the ministers had been at their present church for
less than 6 years.

That supported the belief held by many; that ministers

are v'ery mobile and seldom stay longer than 5 years in anyone church.
It was assumed that if the minister remained in one church for several
years, he would grow increasingly more familiar with the individuals
there, and perhaps spend an increasing amount of time involved in
seling.

Coun~.

The results showed, however, that there was no positive rela

tionship between the length of time in the same church and the amount of
time spent in Counseling.

There was also no relationship shown between

the time variable and the number of times that a specific individual was
seen for Counseling.
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TABLE I
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF THE NUMBER OF YEARS IN THE
MINISTER'S CURRENT
MINISTRY

Years in Present Ministry

1-2

3-5

6-9

22

12

7

1

360/0 19%

11%

1%

a.

No. of Responses

19

b.

Percent of Total*

31%

10-15

Over
15

No
Answer

0
0%

*The :percentages used have been rounded off to the nearest whole
number and may not .total exactly 100

Membership of Church
The size of the church where the minister was e01.ployed was any
where from under 75 to over 350 members.

It was expected that the

size of the church would dictate the Counseling patterns to a large ex
tent, and the size did directly affect the amount of time spent in Coun
seling.

Over 80 percent of the ministers from the largest churches

spent more than 6 hours per week Counseling, while about the same per
centage from the smallest churches spent less than 5 hours per week in
Counseling.
other

Few relationships we:re found, however, between size and

var~ables.

It was expected that church size might be related to

the kinds of problems seen or the procedures used, and
tions were found.

som~

correla

It only seemed appropriate that as the number of

people in the church increased so should the Counseling demands and the
amount of time spent in Counseling.
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TABLE II
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF THE SIZE OF THE
CHURCH

Membership of Church

25-75 76-150

151 ... 250 251-3.50

Over No
350 Ans.

a.

No. of Responses

7

16

13

11

14

0

b.

Percent of Total

11 %

260/0

21%

180/0

22%

00/0

Size of Town Served
The size of the town or city in which .the minister was located was
also varied.

with about the same number coming from towns under

5, 000 as those from towns over 10, 000.

The size of the town did not

necessarily determine the size ~f the church as approximately only half
of the smallest and largest churches were located in the smallest and
largest towns.

It was thought a larger town would provide for more

referral resources and would therefore utilize them more.
results showed there was no relationship.

However,

Although a large town might

be considered to breed more social deviency, such as the use 'of alco
hoI and drugs, it was not found to be a cause for Counseling more than
in smaller towns.

It appeared that the kind of counseling that was

~one

by the ministers was more 'due to individual than corporate differences.
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TABLE III
THE FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SIZE
OF THE TOWN
SERVED

Size of Town Served
a.

No. of Responses

b"

Percent of Total

100 - 1,001- 5,001- 10,001- Over
No
1,000 5,000 10,000 20, 000 20, 000 Answer

140;0

17

10

8

16

27%

16%

13%

26%

o
00/0

Differentiating Pastoral Counseling from other Kinds of Counseling
As the literature revealed, there were varying thoughts by the
ministers as to what Pastoral Couns eling was.
almost all of

~he

It was as sumed that

ministers would characterize it in some Spirital or

religious m~nner.

The majority did describe it 'in terms of its rela

tionship to God, its reliance on Faith, and its use of the' Bible and
Prayer.

Only 14% stated that it did not differ from other kinds of

counseling or differed only in "non-Spiritual" terms.
The orientation that the minister had toward counseling closely
related to his use of Prayer and Scripture during Counseling sessions.
If he saw no difference or only a Secular difference, tne chances were
2 to 1 that he utilized prayer or Scripture,only rarely.

If saw a S'pirit

ual difference, 69 percent utilized Prayer and 59 percent utilized Scrip
ture often or almost always.
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TABLE IV
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF HOW PASTORAL COUNSELING
IS DIFFERENT FROM
OTHER KINDS OF
COUNSELING

No. of Responses

Percent of Total

No Difference

4

6%

Secular DUference

5

8%

43

70%

9

14%

Spiritual Difference
No Answer

Priorities of Pastoral Duties to the Minister, the Boar~ and the Congre
gation
This question was designed to determine how important, (com
pared to other duties), Counseling was to the Minister, and how impor
tant he felt it was to his Board, (elected governing body within the
Church), and his congregation in general.

It required the Minister to

rank, by priority, six suggested pastoral duties.

The results indicated

a wide range of thinking as what the priorities are, but the ministers t
perception of how the Board andcongregaUon would rank them, closely
matched his own ranking.

That could have meant that churches hire

ministers who think like they do, but it is also possible that the minister
projects onto his Board and congregation his own thinking, which could
only be determined if both Board and people in the church were polled
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independently of the minister.

This illustration shows how often each

duty was listed in first, second or third priority.

FIGURE

1

Top }:.!~orities of ..t he Minister and His ~~.!~~ti()n of t~~~ _~!ioriti~.?!
the Board ~~d Cong!egation

...L
100
95
90
85

80
75
70
65

60
55
50
45·

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5

o

Administration Couns eling Evang-;lism Planning Preaching T ~aching

(

]

Minister

f777/J
Board

% who felt it was first, second or third priority.

t:)OQSd

Congregation·
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It was quite evident that Preaching is considered the most
important duty by Minister, Board, and congregation.

Most saw Coun

seling as being of least importance to the board and fourth, out of six,
to minister and congregation.
There was no significant correlation between the minister's rank
ingof counseling and the amount of time spent per week involved in Coun
seling.

That seemed unusual, and indicated that regardless of how

important the minister felt counseling was, the counseling demands of
the congregation remained fairly constant.

There was more relation

ship between the perceived importance to the congregation and the amount
of time spent per week in Counseling.

The majority who listed it as low

priority to congregation, spent a, low amount of time Couns eling, and the
majority who listed it as high priority for congregation spent a high
amount of time Counseling.

It is unknown whether the perceived impor

tance of counseling to the congregation determined the amount of time
spent in counseling, or whether more time spent in cou.nseling deter
mined that it was more important to the congregation.
This question revealed a great deal as to what skills the minister
I

needs to have in order to be hired by the board and accepted by the con
gregation.

The minister's Counseling skills must be in conjunction with

his skills in preaching, teaching, and evangelizing if he is to keep his
job.

But the importance of Counseling cannot be dismissed, and the

minister's abilities must reflect that importance.
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TABLE V
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE
IMPORTANCE OF COUNSELING TO THE
MINISTER, THE BOARD, AND THE
CONGREGATION

Counselins* Priority
a.

Self
1) No. of Respon
ses

2) Percent of
Total
b.

#2

#3

#4

#5

1

8

14

14

8

1%

#6

6 .

13% 220/0 22% 13% 9%

#7

1

9

10/0

14%

1

13

Board

1) No. of Respon
ses
2) Percent of
Total
c.

#1

No
Answer

Congregation
1) N~. of Respon
ses

1

1

1%

1%

1

8

8

8

14

15

13% 13% 22% 24% 1%

21%

11

140/0

9

14

8

0%

*The data on the other pastoral duties is presented in Appendix C.

Average Number of Hours Spent per Week in Counseling
Seventy-fi ve percent of the Ministers spent between 0 and 8 hours
per week in Counseling.

The average amount of time spent was between

5 and 6 hours per week, or about 15 percent of a 40 hour week.

That was

half.the amount of time found by Eaton (1963)31 in a study he made of 34
Suburban Pittsburgh pastors in 1963.
time was spent in Counseling.

He found that 30 percent of their

His study was only of large city churches

31
though, and this study more accurately reflects the average time spent
in Counseling by a cross -section of ministers from various sized
churches and towns.
Fourteen percent of the ministers did not answer the question,
primarily because of an inability to compute an average number of hours
due to wide weekly differences in Counseling demands.

As stated earlier 1

the time spent in Counseling was generally related to Church size.
tually all of the

min~sters
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who did less than 3 hours of Counseling per

" week came from churches with under 150 members.

Nineteen percent

of the ministers utilized over 9 hours per week in Counseling which indi
cated that Counseling is especially necessary and important to some
churches and lor ministers.

TABLE VI
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE
AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT PER
WEEK IN COUNSELING

None

1... 2

3-5

6-8

No. of Responses

1

8

13

17

Percent of Total

1%

"13% 21%

Answered Responses

Low
0-5

Med. Hi.
6-8
9+

No. of Responses

22

17

13

Percent of Total

42%

330/0

250/0

Total Responses

270/0

Hours
9-11
6
9%

12-14

Over
No
15 Answer

4

3

9

6%

4%

14%
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Problem Areas:
This question was desIgned to determine how often each of nine
suggested problem areas were the primary reason that Counseling was
sought or given.

Other problem areas listed, besides those suggested,

included one mention ~ach of Community Problems, group and intra
personal problems.
The illustration below shows the overall results of the question by
charting the total percent of respondents who felt each problem area was
often or almost always the primary reason Counseling was sought.

Each

separate response will then be dealt with in detail.

FIGURE 2
Percentage o!. Respon~~~.~istingAach Problen;. Area ~s Often ~~
IE-ost Alway~~e Reas,on COllnseliE.cL
was Sough~
100
Problem Areas
95
90
85
80
,,
75
70 ...
65
60
55
50
45
40

35
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25
20
15
10
5

D~~th"&

°Inte-r-:-F-a-n;:ny Ma;itaf-pre:- Sexual
-Yoca1-:-spi T - Alcohol &
sickness tlona It'ual Drugs
pers'l
m ar ' l
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Interpersonal Problems
Individuals sought out Pastoral Counseling for interpersonal
problems often or almost always (68 percent) of the time.

It was 'rated

as the numberone problem for which counseling was sought almost
always, but when "often tl , and Ilalmost alwaysll are lumped together, it
was fifth in frequency behind Spiritual, Family, Marital, and death and
sickness problems.

Individuals very often sought out Pastoral Counsel

ing for problems they were having in relationships.

F.amily Problems (involving at least three people)
The high percentage of people seen for family problems (78 per
cent often or almost always) indicated that ministers spend a great deal
of time treating the same kind of problems that bring people into men
tal health clinics .and Family Counseling Services.

Only 14 percent

stated that they seldom counseled family problems, and no one said that
they never did.

Marital Problems
The same ministers who dealt with family problems a high degree
of the time, also came into contact with marital problems.

Only five

ministers, out of 48, felt that they counseled maritals les s than families.
Three thought they saw more maritals than families.

That close rela

tionship indicated that if the minister sees one kind of problem, he is
likely to see the other also.
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Pre -Marital
It was thought that becaus e the minister often performs wedding
ceremonies, he would often provide pre -marital counseling for the cou
ple.

Fifty-nine percent considered pre -m~arital couns eling as often or

almost always the reason counseling was sought.

Again it was related

to how much time they spent in marital counseling.

Ninety-five per

cent of those who did extensive pre-marital counseling also did exten
sive marital counseling.

Sexual
Counseling regarding sexual p·roblems was seldom or never the
primary reason counseling was sought with the majority of the mini
sters.

Perhaps

people within the Church were embarrassed to seek

out the minister for that proble1'l:\ or the minister may consider it only
s ymtomatic and not the primary reason for counseling. Many ministers
never counsel for sexual problems more than any other suggested prob
lem area.

It was related to pre-marital problems, however, as two

thirds of those dealing with sexual problems frequently saw pre -marital
problems.

The size of the church and town was also shown to be related

to the frequency of this problem area.

Ministers from large churches

were 2-1/2 times more apt to counsel sexual problems often'than min
isters from the smallest churches.

If the town was over 10, 000, min

isters were twice as apt to see this problem often, than those ministers
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from towns under 5, 000.

This finding indicates that in larger churches

or towns sexual problems are more prevalent, more discussed, or more
reported by the minister than in s maIler churches and towns.

Death and Sicknes s
Couns eling around problems dealing with death and sicknes s
accounted for the fourth most prevalent problem area.

This area has

been traditionally associated with Pastoral Counseling because of the
religious and philosophical questions which surround death.

Seventy

one percent of the ministers provided counseling in this area extensive
ly.

Even though it might be suspected that there would be more demand

for this kind of counseling in a large church, the results showed there
was almost always identical frequency for the largest and smallest
churches.

Spritual Problems
This problem area which is especially associated with Pastoral
Counseling accounted for the largest percentage of high frequency coun
seling.

However, only 13 percent felt that it was almost always the rea

son counseling was sought.

Based on much of the literature,· such as

Arbuckle (1969)32, it would be assumed that this problem area would be
listed by the majority as almost always the reason that counseling is
sought. In fact,

the results showed that family problems are only

slightly less prevalent than Spiritual problems.

Some ministers may
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have believed that the other problems are symptomatic. or the result of
Spiritual problems, but it appeared that it was more related to the min
isters whole philosophy regarding counseling.

Eighty-six percent of the

ministers who used Prayer in the Counseling session of a great deal,
felt that Spiritual problems were often or almost always the reason
counseling was sought.

Vocational Problems
Vocational related problems are least likely to be referred to the
pastor.

Only 8 percent considered this problem to be often the reason

counseling was sought.

That may have indicated that people within the

church do not have many vocational problems, or that the minister is
seen as ineffective or inappropriate in dealing with job related matters,
and therefore not contacted.

Alc ohol and Drug s

Although these are serious social problems, 65 percent reported
that they never or seldom deal with them in counseling.

It is wondered

why, if the minister is seen as an especially trusted person, that more
people do not seek out his counseling in this area.

Perhaps church peo

ple found it difficult to approach the minister regarding deviant behavior.
The minister may be viewed as making value judgments and condemning.
such behavior•. It might have also been possible that individuals within
the church are just not as involved in these kinds of activities as much
as thos e outs ide the church.
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Unexpectedly, no correlation could be made between the size of
the church or town and prevalenc y of this problem area.

TABLE VII
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF
THE PRIMARY REASONS PASTORAL
COUNSELING IS
SOUGHT

Problem Areas

l. Interpersonal
a. No. of Responses
b. Percent of Total

No
Almost
No
Never Seldom °Rinion Often Always Answer

0
0%

9 .
14%

3
4%

32
52%

10
16%

7
11%

0
0%

9
14%

2
3%

41
67%

7
11%

2
3%

0
0%

12
19%

0
0%

42
68%

4
60/0

3
4%

1
1%

19
31%

2
3%

34
55%

3
4%

2
3%

7
11%

37
60%

1
1%

12
19%

0
0%

4
6%

0
0%

15
24%

0
0%

39
64%

5
7%

2
3%

0

0%

9
13%

1
1%

42
68%

8
13%

2
30/0

2
3%

43
70%

4
6%

5

8%

0
0%

7
11%

5
8%

35
57%

1
1%

0
0%

7
11%

2. Family
a. No. of Responses
b. Percent of Total

3. Marital
a. No. of Responses
b. Percent of Total

4. Pre -Marital
a. No. of Responses
b. Percent of Total

5. Sexual
a. No. of Responses
b. Percent of Total

6.

De~th

in Sicknes s
a. No. of Responses
b. Percent of Total

7. Spiritual
a. No. of Responses
b. Percent of Total

8. Vocational
a. No. of Responses
b. Percent of Total
9. Alcohol or Drugs
a. No. of Responses
b. Percent of Total

13
210/0
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Procedures used during the Counseling Session
As with the problem areas, pastors were asked to indicate how
often they utilized the suggested counseling procedures or techniques
du'ring an average counseling session.

It was hoped that this would

reveal some of what the minister does while he counsels.
The illustration below summarizes the procedures and indicates
which ones were used extensively (often or almost always).

Each will

then be discussed individually.

FIGURE 3
~Freguently

used Procedures of the

Ministe~!ing~n Av~rag~

Counseli~g Ses~

0/0

Procedure Used

TOO
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Prayer
It was expected that the majority of the ministers would indicate
that they used prayer during their counseling sessions almost always.
That was believed because of the strong emphasis on prayer in the
Christian Church and at Northwest Christian College in all areas of the
ministry.

Also, Tweedie (1963)33, Hiltner (1961)34, and Wise (1951)35,

in their books on Pastoral Counseling, stress the importance and legiti ...
macy of prayer and Scripture reading during the counseling session.
The results showed, however, that only 20 percent of the ministers used
it almost always and 34 percent said they seldom utilized it during coun

seling.
As stated earlier, the use of Prayer was related':o how the min
ister defined

Pas~oral

Counseling.

If the description was in Spiritual

terms they were much more likely to utilize the Spiritual resource of
Prayer.

The use of Prayer was also found to be related to the size of

the congregation.

Twenty-six percent of the ministers who came from

a church of under 150 members used Prayer on a low (never or seldom)
frequency basiSi and 74 percent on a high (often or almost always) fre ...
quency basis.

If the church had over 250 members, the figures were

54 percent for low usage and 45 percent for high usage.· The reason for
that may have been because a large chu'rch is less personal and more
formal and, therefore, may be less likely to use such as "intimate"
technique.

It was also pos sible that ministers of larger churches were
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less conservative in their Theology and did not believe in the neces'sity
of Prayer in the counseling session as much as those ministers from
smaller churches.

The real reas on for .this phenomenon can only be

determined through further research.

Scripture Reading
Most of the same assumptions made concerning the use of Prayer,
were also made regarding the minister's use of Scripture reading 'in the
counseling session.

Because of the evangelical nature of the Christian

Church. and their emphasis on the Authority of the Bible, it was expec
ted that that Authority would often be brought directly into the Counseling
session.

Nevertheless, the results showed that only 8 percent utilized

Scripture reading almost always, 45 percent often, 33 percent seldom,
and 4 percent never

utiliz~d

it.

Although, in general, the Bible was

used less than Prayer, the y were both assumed to be Spiritual resour
ces and were found to be closely correlated.
ministers who utilized Scripture seldom,

~lso

Seventy percent of the
seldom utilized Prayer,

and 93 percent of those who used Scripture almost always used Prayer
often or almost always.
As with the use of Prayer, Scripture reading was found to be
related to church size.

If the church was under 250 n1.embers, about

64 percent of the ministers used Prayer extensively,
over 250 members, 42 percent used it extensively.

If the church was
The same implica

tions made regarding church size and prayer, may be applicable here also.
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Meditation
Paul Tournier (Tweedie, 1966) 36 has stated that within Pastoral
or Christian Counseling it is important to; have a period of quiet comI

munion during which both parties in the T;herapy session wait before
!

God for his guidance.

It was felt that a time for meditation, or God-

directed 'thinking in the counseling session would also be a "Spiritual
T echnique", but les s direct than Prayer or Sc ripture reading.

The

findings indicated that it was the least used of the three with only 15 per ..
cent stating that the'y used it often or almost always.

Forty ..five per ..

cent used it seldom al)d 19 percent never practiced it during counseling
sessions.

Most ministers were evidently not comfortable with this

resource or did not believe it to be of value.
It was shown to be significantly related to the use of Prayer, and
90 percent of the ministers who used meditation often also responded to
a high frequency use of Prayer.

It was not found to be related to the

size of the church and it appeared that no variable.s could be correlated
to this relatively unused procedure.

i

Clarification
Although the technique of clarification is used extensively

~ithin

Social Work and Psychology, it was thought that ministers might not be
as familiar with it. ,The fact that 82 percent practiced'it often or almost
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always, second only to listening, indicated that ministers were familiar
with the term. and utilized it in their couns e1ing.

Giving Advice
Many professional Counselors avoiid advice giving for various
reasons.

'The pastol'S indicated that 40 percent of them give advice

often or almost always.

The role of adv~sor may be built into the min

ister's job of preaching and teaching, and this advice giving may carry
over into the counseling situation.

Listening and Givins Information
The vast majority indicated that they listened and gave informa
tion within the counseling session often or almost always.

Referring Person Elsewhere
It was anticipated that ministers would seldom utilize the referral
process, and transfer

people to other counselors or agencies.

Min-:.

isters have been sometimes accused by other counselors of holding on
to their "Cases" even when a referral would be appropriate.

The re

,
suIts showed that they were split between seldom and uften, with the
majority listing that they seldom referred .people.

Sixteen percent

were undecided regarding this q~estioIi, which may have indicated that
they did not usually think about their referral patterns.
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TABLE VIII
FREQUENCY AND PER·CENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF HOW
OFTEN IDENTIFIED PROCEDURES ARE
USED IN AN AVERAGE PASTORAL
COUNSELING SES~ION

No
Almost
No
Never Seldom, Opinion Often Always Answer
I

Procedures
1. Prayer

a. No. of Responses
h. Percent of Total

1
1%

21
34%

0
0%

3
4%

20
33%

40/0
2
3%

13
20%

1
1%

450/0

5
8%

2
3%

9
14%

1
10/0

130/0

26

5
8%

3

25

410/0

2. Scripture Reading

a. No. of Responses
h. Percent of Total

3

28

3. Meditation

a. No. of Responses
h. Percent o£Total

12
19% .

28

450/0

8

4. Clarification

a. No. of Responses
b. Percent of Total

0
00/0

1
1%

40/0

420/0

25
400/0

40/0

3
4%

53
86%

1
1%

14

5
8%

3

5. Giving Advice

a. No. of Responses
b. Percent of Total

3
4%

29

1

470/0

10/0

22
36o/c

0
0%

0
00/0

0
00/0

110/0

0
00/0

6
9%

0
00/0

6. Listening

a. No. of Responses
h. Percent of Total

7

7. Giving Information
a. No. of Responses
h. Percent of Total

36

590/0

220/0

20

0
00/0

8. Referring Person

Elsewhere
a. No. of Responses
h. Percent of Total

0
00/0

26

420/0

5
8% .

320/0

10

160/0
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Training Received; How Helpful it Was in Preparation For the Role as
Counselor
This section of the questionnaire dealt with where and when the
~

ministers had received training in counseling and how they evaluated
that training.

Year Graduated from Northwest Christian College
The results showed a wide spread in the number of years in which
ministers graduated from NCC. Graduation dates fell
1971 with the average being between 1955 and 1959.

between 1930 and
Sixty-two percent

graduated after 1955, which indicated that the majority of the ministers
are under 40 years old.

NCC has continued to grow over the years and

had their largest enrollment ever in 1972 -1973.

However, the recent

increase in enrollment was not picked up by the survey because many
recent graduates have gone directly to Seminary, and have not yet begun
their full-time ministry. In 1971, there were 61 NeC graduates in
Seminary. and a study directed at them, would yield additional valuable
information regarding the NCC Counseling Program.
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TABLE IX
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF
THE YEAR GRADUATED FROM
NORTHWEST CHRISTIAN
COLLEGE·

Year Graduated

No. of
Responses

Percent of Total

l. 1970 or After

3

4%

1965 ... 1969

10

160/0

3. 1960 - 1964

9

14%

4. 1955 - 1959

17

280/0

5. 1950 - 1954

7

11%

6. 1945 - 1949

5

8%

7. 1940 - 1944

5

8%

8. 1939 or Before

4

60/0

9. No Answer

0

0%

z.

Seminary Attended
Seventy-one percent of the ministers indicated that they had atten
ded a graduate Seminary after finishing at NCC.

There were 5 separate

Seminaries listed to which at least two Nee graduates had attended.'
Phillips University in Enid, Oklahoma was the largest attended Seminary
with ZZ percent of the ministers having gone to school there.
It was assumed that the 29 percent who did not specify a Seminary,
received no further education following their graduation from NeC.

That
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meant that .almost one-third of the ministers in the study received their
only Ministerial education, including training in Counse1ing at NCC.

It

cannot be as sumed, therefore, as some have stated, .that NCC just pre
pares ministers for Seminary.

In many cases, the ministers t formal

education begins and ends with NCC.

That underscores the responsi

bility that NCC has to adequately prepare, ministers in all areas of the·
ministry, including counseling.

In addition, as was stated earlier,

going on to Seminary does not guarantee that further Counseling training
will be obtained.

TABLE X
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF THE SEMINARY
ATTENDED

Seminary;

No. of
Responses

Percent of Total

1. Butler (later became
Christian Theologi
cal Seminary

5

70/0

2. Chris tian Theological
Sem.inary

10

160/0

4

60/0

2

3%

5. Phillips

14

22%

6. Others

8

12%

7. None

8

130/0

8. No AnsweT

10 .

160/0

3. Drake
4. Emmanuel
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Institutes and Seminars Attended
Various institutes and seminars provided many of the ministers
with Counseling training after their formal educ~tion had ended.

Almost

all of these training sessions were voluntary; and the minister ,attended
in order to increas e his knowledge or skills.

Sixty-four percent of the

ministers indicated that they had attended some institute or seminar
which dealt with the area of Counseling or Human Behavior.
those who attended, went to one or more of the following:

Half of

1. Basic

Youth Conflicts - -A week long intensive Seminar held in Portland twice
a year by Bill Gotharq which applies the Bible to variotls individual and
family conflicts.

2. Family Life Institute--A weekend of lecture and dis

cU$sion looking from a Christian viewpoint at marital and family prob
lems.

It is held at various churches in the Northwest and usually led by

Dr. Bixler from NCC, and the Christian Family Institute (CFI).

3.

Mental Health Clinics - ... various length and subject seminars sponsored
by local mental health as sociations.

It was expected t:'lat more than 24

percent would have taken advantage of Basic Youth Conflicts or Family
Life Institute.

These Training sessions are geared especially for Chris

tians, an.d CFI is aimed especially at the Christian Church., One possible
reason that these

a~d

other resources were not utilized more is that it

requires a large segment of time to be taken away from normal min
isterial duties.

Ministers might have also found the available Seminars

to be of no value.

The fact that one-third had not indicated attending any
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Continuing Education course, points out again the necessity for NeC to
provide an adequate Counseling education while the minister is in school.

TABLE XI

"FREQUENCY AND PERCENT.AGE DISTRIBUTION
OF INSTITUTES OR SEMINARS
ATTENDED

No. of
Reseonses

Percent of Total

1. Basic Youth Conflicts

11

180/0

2. F amil y Life Institute

4

60/0

3. Mental Health Clinic

5

80/0

20

320/0

1

10/0

20

320/0

Institutes or Seminars

4. Others
5. None
6. No Answer

Evaluation of Training - NCC
In preparing them for the role of Pastoral Counselors, the major
ity (68 percent) of the ministers evaluated NCC as being fairly or very
helpful.

Six percent felt it was extremely helpful and 16 percent felt it

did not help at all.

Because much of the Counseling Program at NCC is

on an elective basis, it is not known which of these ministers made full
use of the courses offered, and who took no counseling classes.

Despite

this obvious limitation, the fact remains that over ha]f of the ministers
found that at best, they were only slightly helped at NCC to be Counselors.
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The is sue is. raised

a~

ministers to Counsel.

to how helpful NCC would like to be in preparing
The fact that there has been

incr~ased

emphasis

on counseling in the last 10 years at NCC showed that there has been a
greater commitment toward training counselors than ever before.

The

increased emphasis on counseling in recent years seemed to have had an
affect on how ministers evaluated the program.

Over 70 percent of the

ministers wh'o graduated before 1960 felt that they were not helped ·or
only slightly helped at NCC to be counselors.
uates since 1960 said the same.

Just over- half of the grad

This difference may also be due, in

part, to the fact that if the minister was a recent graduate, he could re
call his training at NCe better and relate it more closely to his present
attitudes and feelings than the minister who graduated over 15 years ago.
In any case, if NCC has really committed itself to giving effective Coun
seling Training, the findings have indicated that some changes or addi
tions in the curriculum may be needed in order to provide a program
which is more helpful in preparing ministers for the role of Counselors.
Possible suggestions for change are evaluated later in this paper.

Ser;:.inary
Of the 41 ministers who indicated that the y had attended Seminary,
54 percent felt that it was very or extremely helpful in preparing them to
become Counselors.
only fairly helpful.

Forty-six percent believed it was not helpful or
Although it showed that even attending Seminary was

many times not especially helpful in counseling preparation, the

III
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assu~ption

confirmed.

that Seminary would be more helpful than NeC, was slightly
Fifty-fou~

percent rated NCC as not helpful or only fairly

helpful to them as counselors, compared to 46 percent who felt the same
about Seminary.

Thirty-s~x

percent felt NCC was very or extremely

helpful, compared to 54 percent who felt the same about Seminary.

It

was not clear whether the reason for this was because ministers could
specialize in counseling more at Seminary, or because there were more
counseling courses and requirements at Seminary.

No specific Seminary

was found to be more effective than the others, which indicated that no
Seminary appreciably stres s ed counseling more than the others.

It may

also have been that the ministers were not as satisfied qualitatively with
the program at NCC as compared to Seminary.

Institutes and Seminars
As expected the vast majority (84 percent) of the ministers who
attended one or more Institute or Seminars, felt they were very or
extremely helpful.

No one attended a Counseling Instit1.lte or Seminary

which they felt was of no help to them as Counselors.

It 'Was anticipated

that that would be the case because of the choice involved in attending
on-going educational functions.

The Minister would not be likely to

attend something unless he felt that it would be helpful.

It may also

indicate that most of the institutes and seminars available to ministers
are well done and valuable resources"

The religious institutes such as

I!!
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.Basic Youth Conflicts and Family Life Institute were fou.nd to be of
great value, but no more than mental health clinic seminars.

That in

dicates that ministers are able to learn a great deal within varying
contexts and philos ophies.
However, 31 percent did not indicate that they had attended any
institute or seminar.

Over half of that number also had not attended

Seminary, which meant that NCC was the total source of Counseling
training for about 18 percent of the ministers.

Of that number who re:"

ceived all of their training! at NCC, 58 percent felt that it was not he1p- .
fu!'

Evidently the majority of the minizters who do not continue their

education in any way after graduating from NCC, were especially not
satisfied with NCC's Training of them. for Counseling.

It was not clear

why this was the case, but it implied a need for further research to
determine how NeC can be more effective in reaching the minister who
does not se'ek out further couns eling education.

III
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TABLE

xn

FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF HOW
HELPFUL TRAINING HAS BEEN'IN PREPARING
THE MINISTER FOR THE ROLE
OF COUNSELOR

ExFairly
Not
No
Very tremely No
Helpful Helpful Opinion Helpful Helpful Ans.

Training Received at
1. Northwest Christian
College
a. No. of Responses
b. Percent of Total
2. Seminary
a. No. of Responses
b. Percent of Total
(who attended)
c. Percent of Total
(who did not attend)
3. Institutes or Seminars
a. No. of Responses
b. Percent of T o'tal
(who attended)
c. Percent of Total
(who did not attend)

10
160/0

24
38%

2
3%

18
3('0/0

4
6%
I

3

16

0

18

4

6%

40%

0%

45%

9%

3
40/0

20

32%

0

3

4

20

15

0%

70/0

9%

48%

360/0

19

310/0

Suggestions regarding the NCC Counseling program
After evaluating

NC~

in terms of how helpful it ,was in preparing

them to be Counselors, the ministers were asked to rate, by degree of
agreement, various suggestions regarding the NCC Counseling Program.
It was felt that this would reveal specific strengths or weaknesses with
in the program.

Because of unfamiliarity with the current Counseling

Program at NCe, many of the ministers did not feel knowledgeable
enough to respond, and either left the question blank or checked "no
opinion" •

II!
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FIGURE 4

A Percentage Distribution of the Number of Ministers Who Agreed and
Disagreed with Various Suggestions Regarding
the NeC Counseling
Program
Listed Suggestions
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No Change Necessary
This suggestion was made in order to determine how satisfied the
ministers were with the present NCC Counseling program, or the one
which they remembered.

It was felt that whether the ministers were

helped by the counseling program at Nee or not, that, in itself, did not
necessarily indicate if they were satisfied with it or not.

The results

showed that 14 percent agreed with the statement, or felt that change
was not necessary, and 43 percent disagreed, or wanted change.

s.eventy

five percent of those who wanted change had received, at most, only a
fair amount of help from Nee in becoming a Counselor.

That showed

that there was a positive correlation between perceived helpfulness and
satis faction with the program.

If they were not helped very much, they

were more likely to want changes in the program.

In other words, most

ministers wanted to be helped more.
When this question was related to the year in which the minister
graduated from NeC, the findings indicated that 75 percent of those who
graduated after 1960 disagreed, or believed that there should be changes.
Forty-two percent of those who graduated between 1950 and 1959, and 30
percent of those who graduated before 1950, believed the same.

There

fore, it was the most recent graduates who were not content with the
status quo.

That was just the reverse of how helpful1:he ministers be

lieved NCC had been in preparing them as, Counselors.

With that ques

tion, it was the recent graduates who indicated that they had received

II!
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more help than the earlier graduates had indicated.

It was not clearly

understood why graduates within the last 13 years felt that NCC was
more helpful,and at the same time felt it needed
more changes than those
,
ministers who had graduated earlier.

It '{nay have indicated that although

the Counseling Program had been emphas'ized more in <the last few years,
and theoretically become more helpful than b"efore, your.tger ministers
want a larger or a different kind of program.

This increased interest in

Counseling parallels the "increased popularity in Counseling seen in all
<of the helping profes s ions.

Add More Clinical Counseling Courses
This suggestion would have increased the number of Counseling
Courses offered within the Counseling Program at NCC.

Fifty-five per

cent agreed that there should be an increase and 12 percent felt there
should not be an increase.

The findings did not show what kind of

Clinical counseling courses the ministers wanted, only that they wanted
more courses available.

It was not shown how many of the ministers

took all of the courses that were offered, but last year only about 7 per
cent of the student body was enrolled in the Advanced Counseling Semi
nar.

It is not known why the enrollment

wa~

so limited, but the study

seemed to clearly indicate ithat the ministers wanted n1.ore couns eling
courses and opportunities to take them.
Add More Psychology

Cou~

The ministers were not as sure about Psychology Courses as they

II!
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were about Counseling cQurses.

Only 35 percent stated that they agreed,

while 12 percent disagreed that there should be more Psychology cour
ses.

The remaining 45 percent was uncommitted.

For some time, NCC

has required a two term course in the Introduction to Ps ychology and
offered one or two Psychology electives.

The results showed that the·

ministers had more mixed feelings about Psychology than any other sug
gestion • This may have indicated that the ministers want more train
ing in Counseling skills than in Psychological insights.

Also, because

all of the ministers had taken the required Psychology course, they may
have felt more courses were not neces sary.

Most ministers who stated

their disagreement with the suggestion were also opposed to further
counseling courses, and were generally satisfied with the progl"am the
way it was.

Have Supervised Counseling Experience
An as sumption made at the beginning of this study, was that min
isters would find practical, supervised counseling experiences valuable
C

in helping them to become counselors, just as Anton T. Boisen had dis
covered 50 years ago.

The as sumption was overwhelmingly supported.

Seventy-four percent agreed with the suggestion, and half of those agreed
strongly.

Only one minister did not agree that there should be Supervised

Counseling experiences available at NCC.

That one minister was satis

fied with the counseling program the way it was, and opposed any sug
gestions for change.

Interestingly, he stated that NCe had not been of
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any help to him in the area of Counseling.

Even ministers who were

unsure about other suggestions, agreed with this one.

.As with the first

suggestion, this was also related to the year the .minister graduated
from NCC.

Over 90 perc'ent of the graduates since 1960 agreed that this

experience should be available.

Although graduates before 1950 did not

indicate disagreement, only 47 percent were in

agreemf~nt.

The results

made it very clear that ministers would like to see som.a on-the-job,
supervised experience in counseling available at NCC before graduating
into the full-time ministry, with its counseling demands.

i

Have Fewer Counseling Courses
This suggestion was designed to measure opposite feelings regard
ing the NCC Counseling program.

If the minister felt that the program

was already overweighted with courses, it provided an opportunity for
him to indicate that feeling.

However, virtually no one agreed that

there should be, a reduction in Counseling courses.

Make More, Counseling Courses Mandatory for Graduation
Because there were no counseling courses required for graduation
at NCe, this suggestion was designed to measure how
I

I

wo,:"ld have been to have had counseling requirements.

wi1~ing

ministers

It was' expected

that while the minister was in school, the importance of learning to be a
Counselor might seem relatively insignificant, and recognized only
after he graduated, and became involved in Counseling within the Church.

II'
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A mandatory Counseling Course, or courses, would pla.ce more respon
sibility on the school to teach students what they need to know, and
want to know later.

The results showed that 41 percent agreed with the

statement, and only 14 percent disagreed.

Nee

Whether the minister felt

had been helpful or not helpful in preparing him for counseling,

most believed that counseling courses should be required.

The mini ...

sters were willing to make counseling courses mandatory for gradua
tion in order to be better. Couns elors.
to Counseling education.

That indicated s orne commitment

III
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TABLE XIII
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION ON LEVEL
OF AGREEMENT REGARDING SUGGESTIONS
FOR THE NCC COUNSELING ..
PROGRAM

Suggestion's

StrongStrongly
1y
No
No
Disagree Disagree Opinion Agree Agree Answer

1. No Change
Necessary
a. No. of R~sponses
b. Percent of Total

8
12%

2. Add More Coun
seling Courses
a. No. of Respon
ses
b. Percent of Total

31%

12
22%

6
I100c

2
3%

12
19%

3
4%

5
8%

10
16%

23
370/(;

11
18%

9
14%

3. Add More Psy
chology Courses
a. No. of Respon
ses
b. Percent of Total

1
1%

10
16%

19
31%

19
31%

3
4%

9
14%

4. Have Supervised
Counseling
a. No. of Respon
ses
b. Percent of Total

0
00/0

1
1%

7
11%

20
32%

26
420/0

7
11%

20
32%

12
19%

19

5. Have Fewer Coun
seling Courses
a. No. of Respon
ses

20

b. Percent of Total

320/0

6. Make More Coun
seling Courses
Mandatory for
graduates
a. No. of Responses
b. Percent of Total

1
10/0

8
13%

15
240/0

0
00/0

~9
,~O%

0
00/0

9
14%

7
11%

10
170/0
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Who Initiates the Counseling Process
It was thought important to know how the minister got involved in
a Counseling relationship.
isters referred
the minister.

If

Results of this question and ·where the min ...

cases", would indicate the flow of people to and from

The illustration below shows the distribution of sources

that often or almost always initiate the Couns eling Proces s.
FIGURE 5

!; Percentase Distribution of Sources th.at Often or almost ;\lways
Initiated the Counseling Process
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Person Seeking Help
The results showed that 93 perc.ent felt that the person seeking
help often or almost always initi;:..ted the c'ontact for Pastoral Counsel
ing.

The minister was, therefore, viewed as a person 'Nho could be,

and was, often approached by people who needed Counseling.

The find

ings indicated that the minister was seen as a Counselor to people with
in the congregation, and related to as such when the ne~d arose. Whether
the minister wanted to counselor not, it appeared that counseling
demands were often made upon him ,.

F ami! y-F riend
Thirty-six percent felt that the family often, or almost always,
initiated the Counseling process, and 25 percent said that a friend of
the troubled person often suggested that the minister see that pers on for
counseling.

The involvement of these "collateral tl peciple in the refer

ral process, showed that other people" besides the counselee, sought
out the minister and directed him to individuals or fanlilies with prob
lems.

The minister was seen as a resource person that family and

friend could call upon', concerning people for whom they were c'oncerned.

You (The Minister)
Only three ministers stated that they never initiated the counsel
ing process themselves.

The remaining said that upon occasion, the

first counseling contact with an individual or family was made by them.
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It was expected that if a minister remained in the same church for
several years, he would be able to recognize potential problems and be
I

comfortable enough to make the initial couns eling
supported that assumpti9n.

con~act.

The results

If the minister was in the church for less

than 6 years, he was much less likely to initiate counseling himself,
than if he had been in the same church for over 10 years.

Other Professional
Only 6 percent often received referrals from oth(3r professionals,
while the majority n.ever or seldom did.

That seemed to have indicated

that, although the minister was viewed as a counselor by people within,
or related to the church, other professional people within the commu
nity did not utilize

hi~ as

a couns elor. It was als 0 found that few referra.ls

were made from the minister to other professionals. These facts sug ...
gested that there was little cross ... over between Pastoral Counselin,g
and other kinds of counseling, and indic'ates that ministers are fairly
separated from other professionals and resources within the community.

II
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TABLE XIV
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF WHO INITIATES THE COUNSELING
PROCESS

OccasAlmost
No
Never Seldom sionally Often Alv{ays Answer

Source
1. Person Seeking
Help
a. No~ of Respon
ses
b. Percent of Total

0
0%

2
3%

3
40/0

23
390/0

33
540/0

0
0%

2. Family
a. No. of Respon
ses
b. Percent of Total

1
1%

14
22%

23
370/0

20
32%

3
40/0

0
00/0

3. Friend
a. No .. of Respon
ses
b .. Percent of Total

1
1%

17
270/0

26
42%

15
24%

1
10/0

1
10/0

4. You (The Minister)
a. No. of Respon
ses
b. Percent of Total

3
40/0

27
44%

13
Z 10/0

16
260/0

0
00/0

2
30/0

5. Other Professional
a. No. of Respon
ses
b. Percent of Total

9
140/0

26
42%

15·
24%

4

0
0%

7
110/0

Average Number of Counseling Sessions per

60/0

Con!a~!

This question was asked to determine how invol\"ed, quantitatively,
that ministers got with anyone individual or family in a counseling
relationship.

It was expected that ministers used very short term

II!
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treatment, because either the problems they dealt with did not require
extended treatment, or because the minister was not prepared to coun
sel people over long pe,riods of time.

The results clearly showed that

, most ministers did utilize very short term treatment.
cent averaged less than 7 sessions.

Forty-seven per

Only 6 percent averaged 7 to 10

sessions, which was similar to the planned short term treatment
utilized by many

~ental

health and counseling agencies ..- It was not

clear why the majority spent so few sessions with their counselees.
may have been a function of time available for counseling.

It

All of the

ministers who averaged over 6 sessions per contact, spent over 8 hours
per week in counseling, which was more time than the average minister
spent. By keeping the number of sessions down, (the a.verage was 3 .. 1/2
per person), less time was required to be spent in counseling.

Ninety

percent of those who spent less than 3 hours per week in counseling,
averaged less than 4 sessions per contact.

Other factors involved in

this question were not determined, and further study is required re
garding the ministers philosophy of counseling relationships.
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TABLE XV
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF
THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF COUNSELING
. SESS10N WITH ANY ONE
INDIVIDUAL OR
FAMILY

1

2-3

4-6

1. No. of Responses

1

29

24

2. Percent of Total

10/0

460/0 390/0

Numlter Gf SessiCDD.
7-10 Over 10 N'o Ans.
4

o

3

6%

00/0

40/0

Mini$ters Use of Referral Sources
The other half of the referral process was where'ministers send
people when they feel that a transfer is appropriate.

As stated earlier,

32 percent stated that they often referred people, who came to them for
counseling, elsewhere.

This question showed how oft~n the referrals

were made to 4 suggested referral sources.

The illustration below

shows the percentage of medium and high frequency use of 4 resources.
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FIGURE 6
Percentage Distribution of Occasionally or Often Used Referral
Resources
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Mental Health Clinic
Because of the large number of mental health clinics within
Oregon, most ministers should have had access to local clinics.

Only
I

8 percent referred there often though, and 18 percent never utilized the
,~ver

resource.

a third of the ministers did occasionally refer people

there, which made it much more popular than a private agency.

There

was no cor,relation between having attended a mental health clinic Semi
nar and using it as a referral source.

Christi~n

F arnily Institute (CFI)

As stated earlier, this is a spe,cialized resource

cent~r,

located

in Eugene, and aimed primarily at Christians who need profes sional
counseling.

Because it is the only one of its kind within the Christian

Church in Oregon, it was expected that ministers would use it exten ...
sively.

Even though the results showed it to be more popular than any

of the other suggested resources, only 18 percent of the ministers ulJed
it often, a.nd 13 percent never referred people there.

It is not knOWIl

why more of the ministers did not utilize the service more.

The quos

tion of how often they refer people to the various services, 'may havu
been intelApreted to mea:.'l from among all "clients", rather than frOIn
those clients who were referred.

Also, the distance of some ministers

from Eugene, may have made referral prohibiting.

The miriister who

used Prayer in his counseling session was much more likely to refer
people to this Christian resource.

About 23 percent of those who often

II
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uti~ized

the service, also often used Prayer in their counseling sessions.

No relationship was found between church size, or the year graduated,
and the use of eFI as a

ref~rral

source.

Private Social Asency
This resource was utilized least of the four suggested, with over
a third of the, ministers never referring people to a private Social Agency.
Only 16 percent used it occasionally.

It was n9t indicated whether the

lack of referrals was because these agencies were riot available, or be ...
cause the ministers were distrustful and hesitant. about transferring
people to a private, secular agency for counseling.

The question re

mains to be answered by further res earch.

Other Professional
Although the "other professional" was not identified, 44 percent of
the ministers said that they occasionally referred people to another pro
fessional person for counseling.

The factors which were involved in

this one-to-one referral were not determined.
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TABLE XVI
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF
HOW OFTEN PEOPLE ARE .REFERRED
BY THE MINISTER TO SPECIFIED
RESOURCES'

Person Referred To

Almost No
OccaNever Seldom sionally Often Always Ans.

1. Mental Health Clinic
a. No. of Responses
b. Percentage of Total

11
18%

20
32%

23

2. Christian Family
Institute
a. No. of Responses
b. Percentage of Total

8
13%

12
19%

24

3. private Social Agenc y
a. No. of Responses
b. Percentage of Total

22
36%

21
34%

4. Another Professional
a. No. of Responses
b. Percentage ofT.otal

5

80/0

14
220/0

5
8%

0
00/0

11
18%

0
00/0

0

1.

160/0

10/1)

0
00/0

27
440/0

3
4%

00/0

370/0

390/0

0

2

30/v

6

90/0
7 ,/
11%

12
190/0

CHApTER V
CONCLUSIONS
.RESULTS

This study has been concerned with establishing descriptive
information regarding the Counseling of a specific population of minis
ters,and to indicate how those ministers evaluated the training that they
received in counseling.

Data was obtained through questionnaires, which

were sent to all of the senior, full-time Christian Church ministers in
Oregon who had graduated from Northwest Christian College.
total population. of 80, 61 usable questionnaires were

From a

rf~turned.

Five basic questions were established for conside.ration at the out
set of the research project.

Those questions, given in the introduction,

are listed below with the findings from the survey.

1.

How Important is Couns eling in the Priorities of the Minister,

at+d How Much Time is utilized each
A.

W~~k

for

Counsel~ng?

Priorities - out of six pos sible pastoral duties listed, the

average minister felt that Counseling was fourth in importance, ahead of
planning and administration.
B.

Time Spent in C.?unseling - The ministers ranged from

no time to over 15 hours per week spent in Counseling.

The average

amount of time used for Counseling was 5-1/Z hours per week.

II!

I

C.
(
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Sessions - The average minister had 3-1/2 sessions

. with each individual or family that lie counseled.

1

2.

What Kinds of ~!ob!ems are Dealt with in the Minister's

Counseling Sessions?
A.
with.

Spiritual... This was the most prevalent problem dealt

Eighty-one percent said it was often or almost always the reason

counseling was sought.
B.

Family - Seen only slightly less often than Spiritual Prob ..

c.

Marital ... Seen third in frequency, just behind family

D.

Death and Sickness ... Seen almost as often as marital

E.

Intere~rsonal

lems.

problems.

problems.
- Seen fifth in frequency, with 68 percert

stating thnt was dealt with interpersonal problems ,often or almost
always.
F.

Pre -Marital - Just over half of the ministers saw Pro-

marital problems often or almost always.
G.

Alcohol and Drugs ... Seen much less often than the above.

Only 21 percent dealt with these problems often.
H.

Sexual - Rarely dealt with as a problem.

I.

Voca.tional ... This problem area was dealt with very sel

dom by the ministers.

3.

~:hat are the Procedures, Technique!J..! or Res~!Ees th~

the Ministel' Utilizes within the Counseling Process?
A..

Listening - All of the ministers listened often or almost

always in their counseling sessions.
B.

Clarification - '!his was the second most utilized proce·.

c.

Giving Information - 71% gave out information often

dure.

almust

01

alvy~ays.

D.

Prayer - 6 i% utilized prayer often or almost always iI. the

counseling session.
E.

§.cripture Rea:ding - 520/0 read from the Bible often or

almost alvlays in the counseling session.
F.

Giving Advice - 410/0 gave advice often or almost alwars.

G.

Meditatio~

- 150/0 practiced meditation often or almost

always in the counseling session.
4.

How are People Referred to the

Mi~!

for Counselins., and

How ofter., arid Where d~es he refer them Elsewhere?
--

--------

A.

How are
1)

~le

referred to the Minister?

Person Seeking help - The vast majority of the rnin

ister's clients were self-referrals.
2)

Family - 360/0 of the ministers received referraLJ

from the family often or almost always.
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3)

Th~ Minister - 26% of the ministers often initiated

the counseling contact themselves.
4)

!!.!.:..~

- 240/0

often received referrals from the

clients' friends.
5)

Other Professionals - Only 6% often received refer

rals from other profes sionals.
B.

How Often Does the Minister make Referrals? 320/0 of ttle

.'

~~--------~-------------

ministers b:-ldicated that they often referred individuals elsewhere as
part of thei:-:.- counseling process.

c.

420/0 selfom did.

Where does the Minister Make Referrals?
1)

Christian Family Institu~e - This resource was th(~

most frequently used of

~he

four suggested.· 560/0 used it occasionally or

often.
2)

Other Professional - Referrals were made to other

professional people only slightly less often than to Christian Family
Institute.
3)

Mental Health Clinic - 45% of the ministersoccas:.on

ally or often referred people to a mental health clinic.
4)

Priva.te Social Agency - Used only rarely by minV,ters.

,
5.

How do the ministers evaluate the i,;:.aining that they have I.:.!!=,

ceived in counseling, and what su;sgestions, if any, do they have
ing the counseling program at NC C ?

reg~

III
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A.

~,!ation

1)

of Training

Nec - The majority felt that it had not been helpful

or only fairly helpful to them in being a Counselor.

One-third thought

that it had been very helpful.
2)

Seminary - 61% indicated that they had attended

seminary, and the majority of them believed

~hat

it had been very or

extremely helpful to them in being a counselor.
3)

Institutes and Seminars - 64% had attended one or

more Institute or Seminar.

Almost all of which were found to be verr

or extremely helpful.
B.

Suggestions regarding the NCC Counseling Program
1)

Have Supervised Counseling Experience - 75% of

the ministers agreed with this suggestion.

Only one minister dis

agreed, alld the rest did not state their opinion.
2)

Add more Clinical Counseling Courses -

55%

agreed, 120/0 did not.
3)

Make more C<!uns eling Cours es Mandatory for

Graduation - 41% agreed - 14% did not.
4)

Ad~

more Psychology Courses - 350/0 agreed, lZo/'J

did not, ,vhile the majority made no comment about this suggestion.
5)

No Change Necessary -

140/0 were satisfied with the

program 'the way it was, 43% were dis satisfied.

!II
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6)

Have fewer Counseling Courses - No one agreed with

this suggestion, 64 percent disagreed.

The remaining ministers made

no comment.

Impact for Northwest Christian College
With respect to the above cited results, numerous implications <'an
be made regarding the Counseling program at NCC.

These results ap

pear to have supported the informal hypothesis that was made at the
beginning of the study--that these ministers are doing extensive coun
s eling for which the y have not· been sufficiently trained or prepared.
Although an average of 5 or 6 hours per week spent in counseling may
not be seen as extensive, it does represent a comparatively large in
vestment of time for the minister.

Their evaluation of the Counseling

training that they had received, indicated that it p.ad generally not

bef:~

as adequate as it could have been, or as complete as the ministers
wanted.
It

w;~~s

shown that perhaps as many as one-third of the graduates

from Nee, who are now in the ministry, received their only formal
education at NCC..

It was also shown that ministers who go on to Serni

nary do n-ot always receive adequate and helpful training in counselin.g ..
These facts place increased responsibility on NCC to prepare minis'r;ers
in becoming knowledgeable and effective counselors.

The evaluation of

the NCe Counseling program revealed that, on the average, the mir.i
I

ster was only slightly helped in becoming a Counselor.

Most ag~,ee~
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that the program should be expanded and emphasized more than it is
presently.
It is recognized that NCC cannot be all things to all people, and
that expansion is one area usually leada to limitation in another.

This

study has not presumed to place the importance of counseling above all
other subjects taught at NCC, but it has clearly shown that Counseling
is an important and necessary part of the ministry, and an area inwhi:h
the ministers desire more training.
In cooperating with this study, Dr. Bixler has shown his open- '
mindedness and interest in making the Counseling program more effec
tive and sensitive to the needs of ministers.
The £ollowing recommendations are, therefore, made in light of
this study:
1.

~

the

'~ntroduction

to Counseling" Course Mandatory for

all Ministerial Students.
2..
can do

C reate

f~l:..d

work or practicuum experien,ces in which students

actual_~ounseling

in a controlled,

Super~ised env:!~~I?:.~.

This

Program '.lVou1d be similar in purpos e to the Christian Education Prac
ticuum als:eady used at NCC, and would place students in Christian
Counseling settings throughout the, area.

The key to such a program is

the Super'n.sion, and it is believed that increased Chaplains, the staff
. at Christian Family Institute, or other Christian Professional Counselors
could be u.tilized for this purpose.

Senior students should be encour'aged,
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if not required, to be involved in this program, and it should be manI
I

datory for all Ministerial students who do not plan to go directly into
i
I
I

Seminary.

I

3..

Create mor~unseling Seminars dealing with S"'p~Ci!i~rrec~,

such as:

4.

a.

Family Counseling

b.

Marital Counseling

c.

Counseling the Sick and Dying

d.

Interviewing Techniques

e.

Utilizing Community Resources

f.

Applying Biblical Concepts to Couns eling

Spon~~yario~.follnseli~eminars

and Institutes which

would be (Hrected to students, minis terij and inte rested Christians.
-.--~---

. . - .---

-I

Because Seminars and Institutes were found to be so helpful, it is
recommended that NCe sponsor various Training sessions, utilizing
special speakers, and make them available, perhaps for credit, to stu
dents and graduates alike.
It is believed that if these recommendations were to be imple
mented by NCC, the Counseling program would 'be a more effective and
viable influence in preparing ministers as. Pastoral Counselors.

Implication for Further Research
As this was a Pilot Study, it builds the foundation for further and
more exhaustive research.

In order to obtain a more extensive
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evaluation of the Counseling program at NCC, person'al interviews
should be obtained from those graduates who participated fully in the
,Counseling program.

That would allow for lTIor.e open ended questions

and more expression of feelings.
This study did not attempt to evaluate how effective the minister
was in his counseling, and the goal of further research might be to
determine "Nhat factors are involved in making a pastor successful or
not successful in his counseling.

It would be difficult to operationally

define terms, but the results would be invaluable to educators and
ministers alike.

All of the helping professions are now involved in

evaluati ve res earch .to determine their effectivenes s, and ministers
should also be concerned abollt that question.
To quote Clinebell (1966) 31 again:
"The pastor, regardles s of his training, does not enjoy the
pri,\lilege of electing whether or not he will counsel with his
people. . • His choice is not between couns eling and not
cou:-:lseling, but between counseling in a disciplined and skilled
I

way, and counseling in an undisciplined and unskilled way.

11
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PASTORAL COUNSELING

~UESTIONAIRE
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(front ,and back)

Vllrs at your present ministry. 1-2
3-5____ 6-9____ 10-15____ Over 15
Membership of the church. 25-75_~150_ 151-250_ 251-350
~Ov-e-r-350__
Size of town serv•• 100-I,OOO~I,OOI-5,OOO__ 5,001-10,000_ 10,001-20,000_
Over 20,000_
How do you differentiate pastoral counseling from other kinds of counslilng? List the
\ways Itis un Ique.
'

In your Istlmatlon, rink the following plstorll dutll. In order of their Importlnctt to your.,..:
self, your ba.rd, Ind your congregltlon. (Rank highest prlorlty'l)
.
Dytles
!Ilf
Board
egDgr• • tUm
I. Adllnl'trlt'on
b. Coyn.,llng

EYln.l',m
PI.nnlng
Pr.lchlng
TIGhlqg
g. Other {Specify)

c.
d.
e.
f.

On the Iverage, how many hours do you spend In counslll n9 others per week?_ __
Rate how often the followIng problems are the primary reason that counseling Is s(,ught.
(circle your ansWer)
Ney.r
AlfIOfit alw.ys
No opInion
Problem ArMS
51 I s'0fD
~
I
2
I. Interpersonll
5
3
4
2
I
b. Family
5
3
4
2
I
5
c. MIIrltal
3
4
2
5
d. Pre-marital
3
4
2
5
•• ~Iexual
3
4
2
I
5
f. Death Ind sickness
3
4
2
I
5
g. Spiritual
3
4
5
I
2
h. Vocational
3
4
2
5
I
3
I. Alcohol or dru9s
4
2
I
5
J. Other (specify)
3

I

Whit do you do during In Iverlge counseling session? Rltl how oftIn the following arl
utilized.
~
Oft,n AlaI-t
s.ldgn
Prosedyr..
Ney·r
No .Jo'on
4
2
5
3
a. Prayer
I
4
2
5
b. Scripture r.lcllng
I.
3
4
2
5
3
c. Meditation
I
4
2
5
d. Clarlflcltlon
1
4
2
5
3
e. Giving .dvlce '
I
4
2
5
f. Listening
I
3
4
2
5
3
g. Giving Information
I,
4
2
5
3
h. Referring person fiomewhere else I
4
2
5
3
I. Other (specify)
I

"-Y'

,

Rate how helpful the following ,hive beln In prlplrlng you for the role of ,.5torll
counselor.
lot
FaIrly
No'
Very
£xtr,..ly
Trllnlng rlclly" .t:
helpful
helpful
opInion twlpful
li.I,fyJ'
NCC
I
2
3
,.
5:
Year graduated____
Seminary
2
3
4
5
Narne:-_ _~~_ _

Years attended ____
tnstltutes or Seminars
Ident 1fy_ _ _ __

2

3

4

5
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Rate your agreement to the following suggestions regarding the NCC counseling program.
Strongly
No
Strong1y
n
DI;!agree
l
dlslgrll
Igree
SY9Slllti2 l
2e DI2n
A9{ee
a. No change necessary
1
2
3
5
b. Add more clinlca1
counseling courses
2
4
3
5
c. Add more psychology
courses
2
4
3
5
d. Have supervised
counseling experlenc~
2
4
3
5
e. Have fewer counseling
courses
2
4
3
5
f. Make more counseling
courses mandatory fo,
graduation
".
2
3
5
g. Other (specify)
2
4
3
5
Who initiates the counseling process fn yo~r present ministry?
Source
0"111201 J.!;t Of~ln
~lld2ID
fftrLtu:
2
I
4
a. Person seeking help
3
2
4
b. Fami Iy
I
3
2
4
I
c. Friend
3
2
4
d. You
I
3
4
2
Other
professional
I
e.
3
f. Other (specify)
2

3

4

Almo;!~

alwJn.

5
5
5
5

5
5

What is the average number of counseling sessions that you have with anyone
Individual or family?
1____ 2-3____ 4-6____ 7-10____ Over 10____

How often do you

ref~r

eatlgO £Ifl[[id tg:

a. Mental health clinic
b. Christian Family
Institute
c. PrIvate social agency
d. Other profes's lona 1
e. Other (specify)
Comnents:

people to the following services?
NeYlr
~I)slgm
2SiSilligDlI1X
1

Of~ID

Almos'IJan

2

3

4

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

2

3

4

5

5
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APPENDIX

B

December 30, 1972

Dear Sir:

.m

I am writIng to you to ask for your help In a Thesis Project I
doing for
the Graduate School of Social Work at Portland State UnIversIty. My topIc
of study IS,Pastoral Counseling and I am focusing on two prImary areas:

1. The nature and extent of Pastoral Counseling that you do. and
2. How you evaluate the training in Pastoral CounselIng that you
have received, especially from Northwest Christian College.
A copy of the enclosed questlonelre has been sent to all of the Chrlstlen

Church - Church of Christ ministers In Oregon who heve graduated from NCC
and are currentl'y serving as senior pastor In a church. If the results are
to be valid, it Is necessary that you fill out the enclosed questlon.lre
(both sides) and return It to me as soon as possible with the envelope
provided.
Although this study Is in no way sponsored by NCC, It Is done with their
knowledge and ct:loperatlon, and the results may be used by them In evaluat
Ing their counseling curriculum.
Your IndivIdual responses will, of course, be l<.ept confidential but the
final results will be made available to you if you so desire.
Your efforts tn making
,~~-:ctfu 11y,
, '. (vIA.

lc7.;-u-ll. . .

thts~udy

~f

rr

Thomas O. Woodruff
3132 S.\1. Marigold Apt. 3
Portland, Oregon 97219

meaningful are greatly appreciated.
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APPENDtXC
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF THE IMPORTANCE OF PASTORAL
DUTIES TO THE MINISTER, HIS
BOARD, AND THE
CONGREGA TION

- -.-- - -- --------

Priori~ _____._ -

-,.",

Duties

*1

#2

#3

-"--

-----~---

·#4

#5

#6

- . - -:1":r - - '
1 0

Answer

#7
----.-----
..

1. Administration
a. Self
1) No. of Re
sponses
2) Percent of
Total

1

4

7

6

16

15

1

11

10/0

6%

110/0

9%

260/0

24%

1%

18%

4

7

8

13

10

6

2

11

21%

16%

9cro

3%

18%

b. Board
1) No .. of Re
spoases
2) Percent of
Total
c.

11% 13%

Con~{regation

1) No. of Re
sponses
2) Percent of
Total

2.

6%

0

3

9

11

14

10

1

12

0%

4%

14%

180/0

22%

16%

liyo

191'lJ

14

8

10

7

8

2

1

11

122%

13% 16%

11%

130/0

3%

10/0

18%

9

'13

6

7

21

0

12

14%

21% 19%

90/0

11%

3%

0(1/0

Evang(:lis~

a. Self
1) No. of ReBponses
2) Percent of
Total

b. Board
1) N'o .. of Re
sponses
2) Percent of
Total

12

-

1910
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_ '- - -.----

-.- ---..

Duties

#1

.......

Prioritr

.---.-~

#2

___ ._ _ _ , _ _ _c_._ _ _ _ ._

#3

!l4

.-----------
No

#5.

#7

#6

Ans.

-- - - -- -  -
..

c. Gong regation
1) No .. of Re
sponses
2) Percent of
'Iotal
3.. Pla~iE:g.
a .. Self
1) No~ of Re
sponses
2) Percent of
Total

6

1

9(10

10"/0

0

9

O(t/<l

14(1/0

11

14

12

18%

22%

190/0

5

2

5

11

14

14

0

10

8%

3%

8%

18%

22%

22%

0%

16%

3

5

9

6

7

4%

8%

14%

1

1

1%

8
13%

h. Boald
1) No .. of Re
sponses
2) Percent of
Total
c. Congregation
1) No. of Re
sponses .
2) Percent of
Total

1

17

13

9%

11%

270/0

1%

21o/c

6

6

11

23

2

11

10/0

9%

90/0

180/0

370/0 30/0

18

15

7

5

1

2

0

290/0

24%

11%

80/0

1%

30/0

0%

2lO1o

6

7

2

0

2

0

15

~ 70/0

9%

11%

30/0

00/0

3%

0010'

24:110

35

8

2

2

0

'0

1

.57%

13%

3%

3%

0%

18~'l

4. Preachin.£
a. Self
1) No .. of Re
.~ponses

2) Percent of
Total

13

h. Board
1) No .. of Re
29

~ponses

2) Percent
Total

o~

c. Congregation
1) No. of Re
sponses
2) Percent o£
Total

00/0

1%

13
21%
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-.-.---
Duties

-----

#1

#2

____ .P~i~rity _ _ _ _ _._. _ _ ,_
No
#6
#7
#4
#5
ADs.
#3

-------.

"'--.-

5. Teac~r.:s
a. Self
1) No. of Re
sponses
2) Percent of
Total

7
11%

9

3

260/0

14%

12

4:

3

2

12

13%

6%

4%

30/0

19%

10

12

9

3

2

13

19%

10%

19%

14%

40/0

3%

21%

12

30

5

7

4

2

11

19%

32%

3%

18%

16

h. Board
1) No .. of Re
sponses
2) Parcent of
Total
c. Congregation
1) No .. of Re
sponses
2 ) Percent of
Total

0
0%

0
0%

._----_.

__._._-_.
8%

11 %

6%
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